HOW THINGS MOVE
Overview
Scientists are constantly making
observations, forming hypotheses,
and drawing conclusions about
the world around them. The world
of hockey provides many
opportunities for the scientific
method. In this lesson, students
will consider the effects of friction
on the focus of every game: the
puck.

Science Learning Objective: I can make observations
and record data. (~40 minutes)

Materials
• 3 pucks, or puck substitutes (3
quarters, 3 wooden blocks, 3
books, etc.)
• 3 surfaces: desk, floor tile,
carpeting, paper-covered table,
grass, concrete, etc.
• Washington Capitals Handout:
Force of Friction
• Writing utensils, rulers

Essential Question
Does friction affect the movement
of a puck?

Standards
NGSS K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make
observations, and gather information
about a situation people want to change
to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new
or improved object or tool.
NGSS K-2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests
of two objects designed to solve the
same problem to compare the strengths
and weaknesses of how each performs.
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Warm Up
1. Project the image above. Tell students that this is a picture of a
hockey player with a stick pushing a puck on the ice. [Use the digital
lesson to see video of a puck on three different surfaces.]
2. Ask students to turn to a partner and discuss why the game of
hockey is played on ice. Allow students to think of all kinds of
possible answers and see if anyone comes up with the history of the
beginning of the game: that people played hockey on frozen ponds
during the winter in very cold places.
3. On the board or chart paper, have students think of other sports
and the surfaces they are played on. Think aloud and seek input
about how different sports require specific surfaces: grass for soccer,
snow for skiing, concrete or wood for basketball.
4. Tell the students that they will be figuring out how surfaces make a
difference in sports.
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Activity
1. Explain that students will be visiting three different stations today
(the three different surfaces you have identified for the activity). Also
tell students that good scientists make predictions and observations
about the world to figure out how things work.

Differentiation
Support
• Use purposeful groupings to

provide extra social or
academic support, as needed
• Write sentence starters on your

original print of the handouts
and then copy
• Allow students to work in pairs:

one verbalizes the observation
and the other records
Challenge
• Have students record and

analyze more than one attempt
at each station

2. Distribute the handout Force of Friction and lead a discussion
about the information on the handout. What does the handout say?
What is it asking students to do? Tell students that they will be
pushing a puck (or other item) along different surfaces to see what
happens to the puck on each surface.
3. Guide the whole class in the completion of the prediction sections
(explain each station and ask students to think, discuss, and then
write their own predictions about what will happen at that station.)
4. Send the students to the stations in even groups (count off groups
or divide the class in any way you like.) Identify one student to note
the motion and help other students record the result.
5. Allow students enough time at each station to make several
attempts and let every student have a turn at pushing the object along
the surface. Rotate each group through every station.
6. Have students return to their seats to complete the results portion
of the handout.

Assessment

Extensions

1. Check the completed handout: Force of Friction.

• Let students play penny hockey

2. Return to the warm-up question about the effect of surfaces on
sports and have students think and talk about how a hockey game
might be different if it were played on grass or concrete.

on a variety of surfaces
• Have students invent a game,

including game piece and
surface, that takes the force of
friction into account
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NAME: ______________________________

FORCE OF FRICTION
How will the puck move on different surfaces?
STATION 1
Surface ______________________ SMOOTH

ROUGH

SOFT HARD

ROUGH

SOFT HARD

ROUGH

SOFT HARD

Prediction
Observation
STATION 2
Surface ______________________ SMOOTH
Prediction
Observation
STATION 3
Surface ______________________ SMOOTH
Prediction
Observation
Conclusion: Which surface makes the puck move faster and farthest?
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